STOP LOCKDOWNS NOW!
For more information: http://liberatevictoria.org

Brief information Pamphlet for the People of Victoria, 18 October 2020
Victoria’s original Pandemic Plan, approved on 10 March 2020, did not include lockdowns, curfews and
mandatory mask mandates outdoors. It was a scientific approach to the pandemic based on flattening the curve.
The Victorian government must immediately abandon its illegal lockdowns and other unjustified “public health”
measures and revert to the approved 10 March 2020 Pandemic Plan which is consistent with Victoria’s laws.

HOW BIG IS THIS PANDEMIC?
Our body has been fine-tuned through evolution to live with viruses and even in the worst respiratory disease pandemic
(Spanish Flu) our species survived without any vaccine. All respiratory pandemics are self-limiting due to herd immunity,
which degrades them into seasonal infections.
Similarly to the swine flu just 10 years ago, in which pre-existing immunity to other viruses was confirmed, the risks of
Covid-19 have been grossly exaggerated. The young are able to fight this virus in almost all cases. While we must never
downplay the magnitude of a pandemic, it is clear that, thankfully, this one is not in the league of the Spanish flu.
•
•

World Doctors Alliance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MWZP4B86rY&feature=youtu.be
Covid Medical Network Australia: https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/

A number of sensible measures to fight pandemics were included in Victoria’s approved Pandemic Plan of 10 March 2020
which did not have policies like lockdowns that are guaranteed to cause large-scale physical and mental harm.
But around 20 March 2020, the Victorian government abandoned its 10 March 2020 policies and focus on the elderly,
thus failing to avert the deaths of hundreds of the elderly in Victoria. Instead, it ordered the imprisonment of the younger
population, most of whom would never have experienced even mild problems from this virus.

LOCKDOWNS ARE IMPRISONMENT PROHIBITED BY SCIENCE AND W.H.O. – AND ARE
CAUSING EXTREMELY SEVERE HARM
Lockdowns cannot be considered to be quarantine under the law. Lockdowns are being imposed on Victorians who
display no symptoms and without any scientifically justified duration. Quarantines are known to be extremely harmful –
science shows that even short quarantines can cause many harms including post-traumatic stress. So, they are required to
be short and limited. But the harms of endless lockdowns go well beyond mental health. That is why science explicitly
eliminates them from consideration. And such measures are rejected in W.H.O. guidelines.
•
•

More info: https://liberatevictoria.org/Documents/LiberateVictoria-pamphlet-17October2020.pdf
Attorney Dr. Reiner Fuellmich is preparing a lawsuit against the WHO for crimes against humanity:
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/misuse-of-pcr-tests-worst-crime-against-humanity-ever_jIEzyvxLUfKKocD.html

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Please stay informed, be engaged and stand up for your rights and needs. You can join the groups formed during this
pandemic for help and support. Reignite Democracy Australia and Australian Freedom Alliance are just a few of the many
groups on Facebook.
It is important to question and understand the reason behind everything: does it make sense what is happening around
you? There are lots of great questions here: https://sanjeev.sabhlokcity.com/Misc/paraliamentary%20questions.pdf
Lawsuits are on the way in Australia: See details under “Join the National Class Action”:
https://www.advocateme.com.au/. Many other lawyers have started taking this and related matters to the courts.

Stay positive, stay healthy!
And reach out for help if needed. Some resources are listed at: https://liberatevictoria.org/mental-health-resources/.
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